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Preterm birth is one of the major global health problems and part of the 
Millennium Development Goals to improve maternal and child health.(1) Preterm 
birth is globally defined as birth before 37 weeks of gestation by the World Health 
Organisation (WHO).(2) The WHO calculates that worldwide every year 15 million 
(15,000,000) babies are born preterm.(3) The incidence rates of preterm birth vary 
between countries, with rates as low as 5% for developed European countries up 
to more than 15% in undeveloped regions of Africa and South-East Asia.(4) Preterm 
birth can be divided in subcategories; extremely (before 28 weeks of gestation), 
very (between 28 and 32 weeks of gestation) or moderate to late preterm birth 
(between 32 and 37 weeks of gestation). Seventy percent of preterm births have a 
spontaneous onset; the remaining 30% are iatrogenic.(5,6)

Preterm birth and its associated complications are held responsible for 1 million 
(1,000,000) deaths annually amongst children under the age of 5 years.(7) The 
relationship between neonatal mortality and morbidity and gestational age is 
inversely proportional, and only one in four babies born before 30 weeks of 
gestation has no disabilities.(8–10) Sequelae of preterm birth also influence children’s 
and adolescents’ long term health in terms of neuro-developmental impairments, 
behavioural disorders and chronic diseases.(11–13) Consequences of preterm birth 
also affect parents and society, and healthcare costs of preterm birth and its 
sequelae are enormous. Annual costs of preterm birth are estimated up to billions.
(14,15) Prevention of preterm birth and its associated outcomes is therefore one of 
the main tasks for obstetricians and researchers working in the obstetrical field. 
Keystones for the prevention of preterm birth are effective identification (prediction 
and diagnosing) and treatment of women with an increased risk of preterm birth. 
However, there are a number of caveats which concern the identification and 
treatment of women with an increased risk. This is due to the heterogeneity of 
preterm birth. Thus further improvement of both is necessary to achieve the goals 
set by the WHO.(1)

Aetiology and risk factors

The aetiology of preterm birth is multifactorial with different underlying phenotypes 
that lead to the activation of a final common pathway.(6,16) These phenotypes are 
based on maternal, fetal and placental factors, and involve genes, endocrine function, 
cervical disease, uterine overdistention, uteroplacental ischaemia or haemorrhage, 
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and infection and inflammation. (17,18) In clinical practice these phenotypes can lead to 
cervical changes (shortening and dilatation), regular uterine contractions, preterm 
prelabour rupture of membranes (PPROM), or vaginal bleeding. These symptoms 
are the initiation of the final common pathway of preterm labour.(16) As long as a 
woman has none of the above symptoms she is asymptomatic. Approximately 10% 
of pregnant women will experience an episode with symptoms of preterm labour 
during pregnancy.(19) Ninety percent of these women do not deliver during the first 
episode, however they do remain at an increased risk and half of them will have a 
preterm birth.(20,21)

Over the last decades various risk factors for preterm birth have been identified. 
These factors are related to general health (general risk factors), or specifically 
to pregnancy (pregnancy related risk factors). Important general risk factors are; 
maternal age (young or advanced), ethnicity (African-American or Afro-Caribbean), 
low socio-economic status, smoking, stress, high or low body-mass-index and 
infections. Pregnancy related risk factors encompass a history of preterm birth, 
short inter-pregnancy interval, multiple pregnancies, short cervical length and the 
presence of fetal fibronectin.(22–25) Understanding the underlying mechanisms and 
risk factors of preterm birth is important because it provides further insight into the 
aetiology, which is helpful to accurately identify women with an increased risk and 
allows for targeted interventions.(26)

Identification of women at risk 

Accurate identification of women at risk of preterm birth has a twofold purpose; 
applying targeted interventions to women with an increased risk of preterm 
birth, and on the other hand reassuring women with a low risk of preterm birth 
to prevent unnecessary treatment and costs. Nowadays women with an increased 
risk of preterm birth are identified based on pregnancy related risk factors such as 
a history of preterm birth or women with a multiple pregnancy, or with the use of 
clinical predictors. Cervical length and fetal fibronectin are two clinical predictors 
that play an important role in the identification of women with an increased risk of 
preterm birth.(27)

Cervical changes are involved in initial phase of labour; these changes consist of 
progressive shortening, effacement and dilatation. Therefore the length of the 
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cervix is an important predictor of preterm birth and it has an inverse relationship 
with the risk of preterm birth; a shorter cervical length is associated with a higher 
risk of preterm birth.(24,28,29) Unfortunately, to date there is still little knowledge 
about which factors contribute to the shortening of cervical length, whilst this could 
be helpful to target women for cervical length screening.(30,31)

Cervical length is assessed with transvaginal ultrasonography that is preferred over 
transabdominal ultrasonography and digital examination because it is more reliable 
and better reproducible.(32) However, there is still no consensus on the optimal cut-
off point to define short cervical length that lies between 15 and 35 millimetres 
and is dependent on the group of women in whom cervical length is measured.
(27,33) This implies a need for standardization. Another pitfall is that cervical length 
is determined with a single sonographic measurement, rather than a repeated 
measurement that could improve precision.

Fetal fibronectin is a protein that is highly specific for pregnancy and can be found 
in pregnancy related tissues such as the placenta, amniotic fluid and between the 
membranes and the decidua.(34) During normal pregnancy fetal fibronectin should 
not be detectable between 22 and 35 weeks of gestation. As a result of mechanical 
stress or an inflammatory response damage to the connection between the 
membranes and the decidua can occur and fetal fibronectin is released into cervical 
and vaginal secretions from where it can be detected. The association between 
early detection of fetal fibronectine and preterm birth has been described almost 
three decades ago.(35) Currently the presence of fetal fibronectin is determined with 
a bedside test that uses a specimen collected with a vaginal swab. It is advised by 
the manufacturer to avoid transvaginal ultrasonography, digital examination, and 
the use of lubricants because it may lead to false positive or false negative test 
results.(36) This also applies for sexual intercourse 24 hours prior to testing, vaginal 
bleeding or the use of detergents.(37,38) However in clinical practice it is inevitable to 
avoid this, causing potential unreliable test results that cannot be interpreted. This 
implies the need for further evaluation of the validity of fetal fibronectin in a clinical 
setting.

Both cervical length and fetal fibronectine are characterised by a high negative 
predictive value (>95%) that rules out preterm birth.(27) The positive predictive value 
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of both tests is rather poor (<30%) and lead to overtreatment.(39) A meta-analysis 
concluded that combining cervical length and fetal fibronectin maintains the high 
negative predictive value and provides improvement of the positive predictive 
value (30%) in symptomatic women.(40) In clinical practice cervical length is used 
as single test to screen in asymptomatic women for women with an increased risk 
of preterm birth, and a combination of cervical length and fetal fibronectin is used 
for short-term risk assessment (7-10 days) in symptomatic women. However, with 
the majority of women not delivering during the first episode of preterm labour 
long term risk assessment with cervical length and fetal fibronectin in symptomatic 
women can be useful as well. 

Treatment of women at risk

Multiple treatment options are available to treat women with an increased risk of 
preterm birth, and they either try to reduce the risk or the impact of preterm birth. 
Many of these treatment options have been evaluated for effectiveness in different 
groups of women at risk, and they act on different mechanisms in the preterm birth 
cascade. Thus, clinical management and the choice of treatment are dependent 
on the phase of the preterm birth cascade a woman is in. In general treatment 
options can be subdivided in three major groups; 1) preventive treatment to reduce 
the risk of preterm birth in asymptomatic women with an increased risk, such as 
progesterone or a cervical pessary, 2) acute treatment to reduce the impact of 
preterm birth in symptomatic women with preterm labour, e.g. corticosteroids and 
tocolysis, and 3) preventive treatment after acute treatment to reduce the risk of 
preterm birth in women who do not deliver after an episode of preterm labour, 
such as progesterone or maintenance tocolysis. 

Progesterone is available as vaginal suppositories or weekly intra-muscular 
injections. The exact mechanism of progesterone is unclear, but it is thought that it 
acts on the myometrium to ensure uterine quiescence and that it prevents further 
cervical ripening.(41,42) It has been studied extensively in asymptomatic as well as 
symptomatic women.(43) Progesterone has shown effectiveness in asymptomatic 
women with a singleton pregnancy and a history of preterm birth or with a short 
cervical length (≤ 25mm).(43,44) This is in contrast to women who did not deliver after 
an episode of preterm labour, where the use of progesterone is controversial. A 
meta-analysis showed a beneficiary effect of progesterone however this meta-
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analysis did not include the largest randomised controlled trial that found no 
such effect.(45,46) This variation in treatment effect can be explained by different 
susceptibility to treatment in subgroups. Further exploration of differences in 
subgroups is necessary to apply targeted interventions in the future. 

Secondly, other treatments to reduce the risk of preterm birth need to be evaluated 
in women who did not deliver after an episode of preterm labour, because besides 
the contradictory results on progesterone, there is no evidence suggesting that 
maintenance tocolysis is of any benefit.(47,48) During the past years the cervical 
pessary has become of renewed interest to researchers since it has been introduced 
already in 1959.(49) It is a ring made of silicone that can be placed around the cervix 
so it provides support for the cervix in the surrounding tissue and should retain the 
cervical mucus plug.(50) Several studies showed a beneficiary effect of the cervical 
pessary in asymptomatic singleton and multiple pregnancies with short cervical 
length.(51–53) This intervention has not been studied in women who did not deliver 
after an episode of preterm labour, and could be the potential key for this group. 

Objective and Outline

The objective of this thesis is to improve the prevention of preterm birth by reaching 
back to its keystones of identification and treatment of women at risk of preterm 
birth. The aims of the presented studies in this thesis are twofold and address the 
following research questions:

Part 1: Improve identification of women at risk of preterm birth:

• Which indicators are associated with cervical length in multiple pregnancies?
• Is verification of short cervical length of additional clinical value?
• How cervical length is distributed in European multiple populations and how is  
 the association with preterm birth?
• Which factors contribute to false positive or false negative or invalid fetal   
 fibronectin test results?
• How can we use cervical length and fetal fibronectin for risk assessment in   
 women who did not deliver after preterm labour?
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Part 2: Improve treatment options for women at risk of preterm birth:

• How can we explain different treatment effects of progesterone in women with  
 preterm labour?
• Is the cervical pessary a potential treatment for women who did not deliver   
 after preterm labour?

Chapter 2 describes a study that investigated if clinical indicators are associated 
with cervical length in multiple pregnancies to improve insight in the mechanism 
of preterm birth and to identify women with a higher risk of a short cervical length. 

Chapter 3 evaluates the additional clinical value of a second cervical length 
measurement to verify short cervical length to improve precision. 

Chapter 4 studies differences in continuous and standardized cervical length and 
the association with preterm birth in European multiple pregnancies.

Chapter 5 assesses the influence of external factors that are frequently inevitable 
in clinical practice on false positive, false negative or invalid fetal fibronectin results.

Chapter 6 investigates the predictive capacity of cervical length and fetal fibronectin 
for risk stratification in women with preterm labour that remained pregnant after 
seven days. 

Chapter 7 is a secondary analysis of a randomised controlled trial to study differences 
in treatment effect of progesterone in symptomatic women. 

Chapter 8 describes the protocol of a randomised controlled trial assessing the 
effectiveness of a cervical pessary in who did not deliver after an episode of preterm 
labour

Chapter 9 presents the results of this randomised controlled trial (Apostel VI).

Chapter 10 contains the general discussion encompassing the implications for 
clinical practice and future research. 
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